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Abstract – This paper describes the design and 
implementation of a grid connected photovoltaic system 
aimed to supply energy to the public lighting during the 
time of high peak demand of the grid. The system is made 
of two main parts: the solar energy storage unit and the 
lighting unit. The energy storage unit is composed by a 
PV panel operating at its maximum power point (MPP) 
and a battery charger. The lighting unit is composed by 
an electronic reactor (ballast) for high pressure sodium 
(HPS) lamp, that operates with zero-voltage switching 
(ZVS), and a flyback converter to boost the battery 
voltage to the level required by the electronic reactor. 
The interconnection between the electric grid and the 
proposed system is made by a rectifier with a power 
factor correction (PFC) stage connected in dc link of the 
electronic reactor. A microcontroller determines if the 
battery bank or the grid supplies the lighting unit. 
Simulation and experimental results for the proposed 
system supplying a 70W HPS lamp are presented. A 
prototype, which is in continuous operation for more 
than two years in the field, is also presented. 
 

Keywords – PV systems, ballast, charge controller and 
microcontroller. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

As PV system prices have continued declined [1], interest 
in the technical and economic feasibility of using 
photovoltaic systems in peak-shaving applications on 
commercial buildings has grown. In a variety of projects, 
government agencies are demonstrating the economic and 
environmental value of using distributed energy resources to 
provide reliable electricity. These projects show how 
renewable distributed energy resources (DER) can be 
effectively integrated into utility power grids to provide 
added power during peak demand. 

The public lighting can impose to the electric distribution 
system a high peak demand. At dusk, most of the commercial 
and industrial loads are still in operation and houses and 
public lights are turning on, therefore the electric distribution 
system is prone to be at high power demand. 

Many PV systems have been proposed for public lighting 
in autonomous installations [2, 3, 4] as the unique energy 
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source, some others have been proposed for grid connected 
operation as part of distributed generation [5]. A PV system 
can be used to promote a shaving on the demand of the 
distribution network caused by the public lighting. For such 
use, solar energy should be stored at day light and supplied to 
the grid or alternatively to the public lighting at evenings in 
time of high peak demand. This new conception allows a 
reduction in the size of the PV panel and of the battery bank, 
consequently a decrease of the system cost, which is an 
advantage for urban areas use. 

This paper describes the design and prototype 
implementation of a grid connected photovoltaic system to 
supply energy to a 70W high pressure sodium (HPS) lamp 
for public lighting during the time of high peak demand. 
During the day, the solar energy is captured by a 
photovoltaic panel and stored in lead acid batteries through a 
charge controller. Just after the sun has set the battery bank 
supplies a HPS lamp during the period of high peak demand. 
After then the lamp is supplied by the electric grid. 

The system, which block diagram is shown in Figure 1, is 
made by an electronic reactor (ballast), that operates with 
zero volt switching (ZVS), a power factor correction (PFC) 
stage, a flyback converter to boost the battery voltage to the 
level required by the ballast, a charger controller to charge 
the battery bank and the PV panel which operates at 
maximum power point. The control strategy is provided by 
an AVR microcontroller AT90S8535 of Atmel™. 

 
Fig. 1.  Diagram in blocks of the developed system.  

 
The system uses the photovoltaic panel also as a light 

sensor. When there is no sun light the flyback dc-dc 
converter goes into operation. The electric grid is 
disconnected from the ballast and the battery bank supplies 
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the ballast through the dc-dc converter, which output is 
connected directly in the dc link of the electronic ballast. The 
half bridge circuit of the electronic ballast and the igniter 
circuit turn the lamp on. After the period of high peak 
demand the flyback converter is turned off, and the energy 
for the lamp comes from the grid. 

 
II. SIZING OF THE PHOTOVOLTAIC PANEL AND 

BATTERY BANK  
 

In order to size photovoltaic panel and the battery bank an 
important information is the duration of the period of high 
peak demand. Information from electric energy distribution 
utilities state that the period of high peak demand starts at 
dusk and last for about 2.5 hours, for that is the time when 
the industrial and commercial loads are been supplied by the 
distribution system and lighting from houses and streets goes 
into operation.  

The proposed system is mathematically modeled 
according to [6]. The average power that should be supplied 
by the battery bank during the system operation is defined by 
the equation 1. 

 out
Bat

PP
η

=  (1) 

PBat  → Average power supplied by the battery bank. 
η     → System efficiency. 
Pout  → Power drained by the load. 
 

The consumption of the system in amperes hour per day 
(Ah/day) is defined by the equation 2.  
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AhL  → Diary consumption of the load (Ah). 
tfunc  → Time of operation of the load in a day (h). 
VDC  → Voltage of the battery link (12V, 24V, etc.). 
 

The average capacity of electrical energy production, in 
amperes hour per day of a photovoltaic module of 12V is 
given by equation 3.  
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Ahd   → Energy supplied by the photovoltaic module per day (Ah). 
Rmed → Diary radiation energy average at the installation place 
(Wh/m2). 
RS    → Solar radiation intensity (1000 W/m2). 
IRS    → Current supplied by the 12V module for radiation Rs (A). 

 
The minimum number of photovoltaic modules necessary 

for the specified energy consumption is given by equation 4.  
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AhL  → Capacity of daily consumption of the load (Ah). 
 

The energy storage capacity of the battery bank necessary 
for operation of the system is given by equation 5. 
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Cbat  → Total energy storage capacity of the battery bank. 
d      → Autonomy days. 
VDC  → Voltage of the batteries link. 
Dc   → Discharge depth. 
Vbat  → Individual battery voltage. 

 
The individual energy storage capacity of a battery is 

determined by dividing the total energy storage capacity of 
the bank per number of the batteries in series. The relation 
current versus time (Ah) usually specifies the battery energy 
capacity. This value is shown in all batteries and is based on 
a 20 hours of uninterrupted operation.  

For daily solar radiation average energy of 5500Wh/m2 
which is the value for Fortaleza-Ceará-Brazil, 2.5 hours of 
operation, system efficiency of 80%, 70W HPS lamp, 30% 
depth of discharge and battery bank voltage of 24V, two 
45Ah stationary batteries and one 75Wp photovoltaic module 
are required. 
 

III. THE BATTERY BANK CHARGER  
 

To maximize the power output from the photovoltaic 
panel, maximum power point tracker (MPPT) algorithms 
should be used. For the system design, it is necessary a 
model for the photovoltaic module [7]. This model is shown 
in Figure 2. Rs is the resistance of the metallic contacts with 
the load and Rp the equivalent resistance of the pn junction of 
a photovoltaic cell.  

 
Fig. 2.  The electric model for a photovoltaic cell with load.  

 
The electric model, for the photovoltaic cell can be 

represented mathematically by equation 6.  
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Icell  → Cell output current (in A). 
Iph     → Light-generated current (in A). 
I0  → Cell reverse saturation current or dark current (in A). 
q → Electronic charge (1.6 ⋅ 10-19 C). 
Vload → Cell output voltage (in V). 
A   → Ideality constants. 
K   → Boltzmann`s constant (8.65 ⋅ 10-5 eV/K). 
T    → Cell temperature (in K). 

 
An association of cells forms the photovoltaic module and 

its possible circuit representation is showed in Figure 3 [8]. 
Where RSM is the equivalent series resistance, RPM the 
equivalent parallel resistance of the module, NP number of 
cells in parallel, NS number of cells in series and IphM the 
current supplied by the current source of the module.  
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Fig. 3.  The electric model for a photovoltaic module with load. 

 
The manufacturer's manual supplies the maximum current 

which is equivalent the module short circuit current (Ishort), 
maximum voltage which is the module open circuit voltage 
(Vopen), the rated current which is the MPP current (IMPP) and 
rated voltage equivalent the MPP voltage (VMPP). These 
values are based on 1000 W/m2 of the solar radiation 
intensity and temperature of 25°C. Table I shows the values 
for the chosen PV module.  

TABLE I 
Electric characteristics of the SP75 Siemens module 

75W SP75 module (Siemens) 

Short circuit current (Ishort) 4.8 A 
Open circuit voltage (Vopen) 21.7 V 

Rated current (IMPP) 4.4 A 
Rated voltage (VMPP) 17 V 

 
In the maximum power point, considering that RPM is 

much larger than RSM, the current source of the photovoltaic 
module (IphM) can be approximated to the maximum current 
(Ishort) and the polarization diode voltage (VD) to the open 
circuit voltage (Vopen). The equivalent circuit is shown in the 
Figure 4.  

 
Fig. 4.  Equivalent circuit of the module in the maximum power 

point. 
 
With the circuit showed in Figure 4, the RSM value can be 

obtained trough the equation 7. 

 21.7 17 1.068 
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Similarly, the RPM value can be founded by the equation 8.  
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 show, respectively, the simulation 
results for the IxV and the PxV characteristic of a PV module 
using the circuit proposed in Figure 3, with RPM and RSM 
found. It is interesting to note the dual behavior of a PV 
module: It presents a current source behavior for voltages 
below the MPP voltage and a voltage source characteristic 
for voltages above the MPP voltage of the module. 

 
Fig. 5.  The IxV curves of the photovoltaic module obtained by 

simulation.  
 

 
Fig. 6.  Simulated PxV Curve of the photovoltaic module. 

 
Through the analyze of Figure 5 and Figure 6 it can be 

observed that the simulated characteristics are similar to the 
real one of the photovoltaic module, as showed in the Figure 
7. These results validate the mathematical model here used. 

 
Fig. 7.  The IxV curves of the photovoltaic module obtained from 

the manufacturer's manual.  
 

To reduce the current value of the converter and minimize 
the switches conduction losses, it has been chosen 24V as the 
battery bank dc link voltage. However, this specification 
leads to the use of a step-up converter to MPPT. The boost 
converter has been chosen for the application. 

The photovoltaic module operating around the maximum 
power point, may behave as current source or voltage source. 
The use of a capacitor (Ce) in parallel with the photovoltaic 
panel, as shown in the Figure 8, ensures a voltage source 
characteristic at the input of the boost dc-dc converter. 
Another advantage of the utilization of a capacitor at the 
boost converter input is a voltage ripple reduction across the 
photovoltaic panel. This is useful for the maximum power 
point tracking. 

 
Fig. 8.  The boost converter connected with photovoltaic module 

and input capacitor. 
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Considering that current ripple through the inductance is 
supplied by the capacitor (Ce) in parallel with the panel, 
equation 9 can be established. 

 2 2 2 21 1( ) ( )
2 2MAX MIN MAX MINCe V V L I I− = −  (9) 

Ce →Capacitor in parallel with the panel. 
VMAX →Maximum voltage across the boost converter input. 
VMIN →Minimum voltage across the boost converter input. 
L →Boost inductance. 
IMAX →Maximum current throughout the boost inductance. 
IMIN →Minimum current throughout the boost inductance. 
 

Taking into account the converter rated current and its 
maximum ripple, the value of the capacitor can be 
determined by equation 10.  
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∆
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..  (10) 

∆I → Current ripple of the boost inductance current. 
IRATED  → Rated current of the boost converter. 
VRATED → Rated voltage of the boost converter. 
∆V → Voltage ripple of the boost converter input voltage. 
 

For a short time interval the battery voltage can be 
considered as constant, so, the MPP can be obtained by 
tracking the maximum charge current into the battery [9, 10, 
11]. This methodology is different from the traditional 
perturb and observe algorithm that determines the maximum 
power point through the multiplication of the current by the 
voltage in the panel [12, 13]. Figure 9 shows the maximum 
power point tracking algorithm implemented in the 
microcontroller. 

 
Fig. 9.  MPPT algorithm implemented in the microcontroller. 

 

The boost operation is function of the battery bank voltage 
(Vbat). The charge control algorithm operates according to 
Figure 10. If the battery bank voltage is below to 14 V the 
boost converter is off, but the battery charge is carried out 
through the boost diode (diode D3 in Figure 9). The MPPT 
goes into action for a battery bank voltage between 14V and 
27.6V. For voltages between 27.6V and 28.8V the boost 
converter duty cycle is fixed in 5%. This duty cycle 
guarantees the complete battery charge and minimizes the 
electrolyte loss in the batteries [9]. For voltages above 28.8V 
the battery is completely charged and the converter is turned 
off. 

 
Fig. 10.  Routines for charge the batteries. 

 
The reference voltage used to determine the starting 

operation of the charge subroutines change with temperature 
of the batteries. For the battery voltage correction equation 
11 is used. 
 ( )25correc C mes consV V T Tα°= − ⋅ −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (11) 
Vcorrec  → Individual battery voltage corrected. 
V25°C → Individual battery voltage in 25 °C. 
Tmes → Battery temperature measured (in °C). 
Tcons → Standard temperature (25 °C). 
α → Multiplication factor (0.33 V⋅°C-1). 
 

The simulation circuit for the battery charger unit is shown 
in Figure 11. The boost inductance L1 is designed to operate 
in continuous conduction. The capacitor C1, which is 
equivalent to capacitor Ce in Figure 8, has been determined 
by equation 10. The resistance R1, represents RPM, and R2 
represents RSM. These values were obtained from the data 
sheet supplied by the module manufacturer. The resistor R4 
represents the internal battery resistance and the shunt 
resistor used as current sensor. 

 
Fig. 11.  The charge controller with the Siemens™ SP75 photovoltaic panel. 
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For stationary battery used in photovoltaic systems the 
current cannot be larger than a tenth of the battery capacity 
for overcurrent reduces the battery life time or can damage it. 
However for systems with high autonomy operation the size 
of the battery bank should have a high capacity, 
consequently, in these systems, the charge current is far 
below the battery bank current. 

The PV module output voltage is showed in Figure 12. It 
can be observed that the charge controller makes the PV 
module to operate at the MPP voltage. Other important 
characteristic that can be observed is the absence of voltage 
ripple at the PV panel output voltage, making it easier to 
track the MPP. 

 
Fig. 12.  PV panel output voltage (simulation). 

 
IV. DC/DC CONVERTER AND GRID CONNECTION 
The converter used to step up battery bank voltage as well 

as to promote the galvanic isolation between the PV panel 
and the grid was a flyback converter. This converter 
increases the battery bank voltage (20V to 28V) to dc link 
voltage (311V) required by the electronic reactor (ballast). 
Figure 13 shows the block diagram of the circuit used to 
supply the HPS lamp. 

 
Fig. 13.  HPS lamp supply systems. 

 
The power factor correction (PFC) used was made by a LC 

filter, shown in Figure 13. This filter is bulky but it is simple 
and very robust to voltage variations of the grid. However, 
the use of LC filters with resonance frequency near of the 
electric grid frequency, the grid should be disconnected 
during the flyback operation (dc-dc converter in Figure 13). 
A solid state relay, a TRIAC with RC snubber [14], was used 
to disconnect the grid. The flyback should be on before the 
grid disconnection, for the lamp not to turn off. 

 
V. ELECTRONIC REACTOR 

The electronic reactor requires a very careful design, 
because during the ignition process, voltages in the order of 
3kV are generated in the HPS lamp. However there are some 
advantages in using an electronic reactor due to its 
compactness, the ignition circuit is part of the reactor and the 
lamp flicker is attenuated due to the high frequency operation 

of the lamp. 
The electronic reactor inverter is a half bridge structure, 

which simplified model can be seen in Figure 14. The 
commutation frequency of the switches has been chosen as 
33kHz, to avoid the possibility of acoustic resonance in the 
HPS SON 70W E (Phillips) lamp [15]. The circuit tank, 
formed by LR and CR, has been designed for the ZVS 
operation of the switches [16].  

 
Fig. 14.  The simplified half bridge model for HPS lamp.  

 
The HPS lamp is represented by a resistance because of 

the high frequency operation of the switches, the gas within 
the lamp stays ionized even during the zero crossing of the 
current. 

The electronic reactor presents four operating stages. 
The first stage, shown in Figure 15, starts when D1 goes 

into conduction. The energy stored in LR goes back to the 
supply. In this stage the lamp current is negative and 
decrease to zero.  

The second stage starts with the conduction of S1, the 
lamp current is positive and increases up to the maximum 
value. This stage is shown in Figure 15.b. 

The third stage is similar to the first one but the current is 
positive. This stage is shown in Figure 15.c. 

The fourth stage, shown in Figure 15.d, starts with the 
conduction of S2. The current increase towards the negative 
direction until D1 is forward biased, starting back the fist 
stage. 

Details about the design of LR and CR are found in [17]. 

 
Fig.15.a.  First stage. 

 

 
Fig.15.b.  Second stage. 
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Fig.15.c.  Third stage. 

 

 
Fig.15.d.  Fourth stage. 

 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
The charge controller input voltage and current are shown 

in Figure 16, for fixed duty cycle in maximum power point. 
No voltage or current ripple is observed in the photovoltaic 
panel because was used a capacitor in parallel with the panel. 
For the experimental results a PV module (SP75 Siemens) 
which presented characteristics similar to those by the 
manufacturer has been chosen.  

 
Fig. 16.  Photovoltaic module voltage, channel 2 (5V/div), and 

current, channel 4 (2A/div). 
 

The battery charging current can be seen in Figure 17. The 
current ripple is smoothed by the capacitor connected at the 
boost output stage. 

 

 
Fig. 17.  Battery charge current (200mA/div). 

 
The HPS lamp voltage and current can be observed in 

Figure 18.  

 
Fig. 18.  Lamp voltage, channel 2 (50V/div), and current, channel 4 

(1A/div). 
 

Figure 19 shows the picture of the electronic reactor 
implemented in the laboratory.  

 
Fig. 19.  Electronic reactor picture. 
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Figure 20 shows a picture of the implemented charge 
controller. 

 
Fig. 20.  Picture of the charge controller in operation. 

 
Figure 21 shows a picture of the prototype in operation in 

the field. It is in continuous operation for almost three years, 
and up to now no miss operation or component failure has 
been presented, even the battery bank. 

 
Fig. 21.  Developed prototype in operation in the field. 

 

Figure 22 shows the implemented electronic reactor 
picture and the HPS lamp at the ignition instant. 

 
Fig. 22.  Ignition moment of the lamp. 

 
As far as the economical advantage of this system, 

considering the cost of the energy at time of high peak 
demand, the payback of an unit would last ten years [17]. 
However, the modular characteristic of the system allows its 
use as an autonomous energy supply system as well. When 
used in places where the grid extension presents high cost, 
the autonomous operation of the system here proposed is 
already competitive. 

 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 

 
This paper presented the design and prototype 

implementation of a grid connected photovoltaic system to 
supply energy to the public lighting for two hours and a half 
aiming peak demand shaving. 

A computational model to analyse the operation of the PV 
panel and the charge controller has also been presented. The 
charger controller used was a dc-dc boost converter and lead 
the PV panel to operate at the MMP. The half-bridge circuit 
used in the electronic reactor presents the advantage of 
having incorporated lamp igniter. The switching frequency of 
the ballast was chosen as 33kHz to avoid acoustic resonance 
which otherwise could lead the lamp to explode. The ZVS 
commutation techniques used in the electronic ballast made it 
possible to reduce losses and consequently an increment in 
the circuit efficiency. Another positive point of this 
technique is the EMI reduction. 

The efficiency of the charge controller reached 95%, the 
flyback converter 92% and the electronic ballast 89%. 

This new conception allows a reduction in the size of the 
PV panel and of the battery bank, consequently a decrease of 
the system cost, which is an advantage for application in 
urban areas. Another advantage that can be pointed out is 
that the system, not the public grid, supplies energy to the 
HPS lamp at the time of peak demand, when the price of the 
electricity from the grid is higher. This brings a reduction on 
the payback time of the proposed system. 

The prototype is in continuous operation for almost three 
years, and up to now no missoperation or component failure 
has been observed. 
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